AVTEK STANDBY ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

AvTek uses rechargeable, dependable, deep discharge batteries as the power source in its Standby Electrical System. They are sealed and maintenance free. These are deep-discharge batteries, not like your home car battery, and unlike Nicads, there will never be a memory problem with lead acid. All the potential stored energy will be available to your dead panel. Power is delivered through the cigarette lighter. No power will be discharged through the cigarette lighter greater than what it takes to heat up the lighter element in the first place. AvTek’s design is much more than a battery in a black box. AvTek uses a smart board to control the power to the bus. This Smart board monitors the amperage demand at an efficient, reliable rate to insure a safe IFR descent. PCB gives you protection while delivering reliable, dependable source of power for 60 mins. or longer to your IFR panel.

AVTEK BONDING AND GROUND KIT

Do your Panel Instruments Bounce and become erratic? Does your Starter turn your Engine SLOWLY and you have a new fully charged battery? Do you see an ugly corroded Battery Post soon after you clean the Post? These are symptoms of BAD Ground/Bonds. When the Resistive Corrosion is developed at the Starter the result is slow turning starts. MicroCircuit board testing can find the problem and a NEW Starter is purchased needlessly. Kit includes * FAA APPROVAL * Three (3) Jumper One for the panel, starter and your battery...and Aluminum Fasteners * DVD step by step how to Power-Point Presentation * Sealant.

PULSETECH QUADLINK MULTI STATION CHARGER KITS

The 4-Station QuadLink 12V Battery Maintenance Charger Kit includes an Xtreme Charge Battery Charger & Desulfator and a QuadLink 4-Channel Battery Multiplier enabling you to easily charge, maintain and desulfate up to FOUR 12V batteries at a time without the expense of buying three additional chargers or the hassle of monitoring and swapping batteries on a lone charger.

The 8-Station QuadLink 12V Battery Maintenance Charger Kit includes both an X2 Xtreme 2-Station Pulse Maintenance 12V Battery Charger and a QuadLink 4-Channel Battery Multiplier allowing you to charge, maintain and desulfate up to EIGHT individual 12V (VRLA, AGM and flooded cell) batteries, up to FOUR 24V commercial systems composed of two 12V batteries connected in series such as those in generators, buses, heavy trucks and fork lifts or 12V batteries in 36 and 48V series connected configurations.

PORTABLE STARTING SYSTEMS

KWIKSTART MODEL 6255 - Exclusive Heavy-Duty-Sealed Lead Acid/AGM Battery. Built-in Charger recharges the unit with AC cord (included). Instantly Jump-Starts WITHOUT the need for another vehicle. 12 Volt DC Accessory Outlet to Power and/or recharge DC Electronics. 1700 Peak Amps, LED Battery Status Indicator. Cold-Climate Heavy Duty Cables for True Portability and Technician Ease of Use. Unit includes DC to DC cigarette lighter cord. Weighted: 22 LBS.

MODEL 6275 KWIKSTART - Two 12 Volt 22 AH Heavy-Duty-Sealed Lead Acid/AGM Battery provides “Best in Class” Performance. “Smart” 1000 mA Internal Charger with Built-In Overcharge Protection - Prolongs battery life. Up to 100 Hours of Portable 12 Volt DC. Three Position “24V/12V/12V” Switch with Easy-to-Read LED Battery Status Indicator. 12 Volt DC Accessory Outlet to Power and/or Recharge DC Electronics. Heavy Duty Clamps with 2AWG 66” Long Cables. Use Any Standard Extension Cord to Charge. Unit includes DC to DC cigarette lighter cord. $183.75

MODEL 6295 KWIKSTART - Two 12 Volt 22 AH Heavy-Duty-Sealed Lead Acid/AGM Battery provides “Best in Class” Performance. Jump start 24 volt systems with over 700CCA of power. “Smart” 1000 mA Internal Charger with Built-In Overcharge Protection - Prolongs battery life. Up to 100 Hours of Portable 12 Volt DC. Three Position “24V/12V/12V” Switch with Easy-to-Read LED Battery Status Indicator. 12 Volt DC Accessory Outlet to Power and/or Recharge DC Electronics. Heavy Duty Clamps with 2AWG 66” Long Cables. Use Any Standard Extension Cord to Charge. Unit includes DC to DC cigarette lighter cord. $353.00

BATTERY TENDER CHARGER BATTERY TENDER STARTER @ 1.25A 12V @ 1.25A. The Battery Tender Plus is a 1.25 amp battery charger designed to fully charge a battery and maintain it at proper storage voltage without the damaging effects caused by trickle chargers. Included is a quick connect harness for hard to reach areas. *DO NOT USE P/N 11-03015 WITH GILL OR CONCORDE AVIATION BATTERIES.

AVIATION SOLAR CHARGER / MAINTAINER / DESULFATOR PANEL SERIES- 12 VOLT, 5 WATT & 15 WATT

Active monitors your battery’s voltage any time the sun is up. Quickly and correctly charge your battery. The long-term float (maintenance) stage can add years of service. One-year 100% money back guarantee, five-year “no hassle” warranty. Qualifies for FREE DMM BatteryMinder SCC05-5…5 Watt…P/N: 11-00989…$163.95 BatteryMinder SCC05-15…15 Watt…P/N: 11-00999…$215.95 BatteryMinder SCC05-30…30 Watt…P/N: 11-01000…$315.95

FREE DIGITAL MULTI-METER (DMM) DT-830B when you purchase a set of BatteryMinder Plus. Warranty is included at www.BatteryMinders.com. Get seven functions and nineteen ranges to cover AC and DC voltage, resistance, DC amps, battery and diode testing. Includes 23 leads and low battery indicator. Requires one 9-V battery (not included).

AVIATION PRODUCTS — BATTERY CHARGERS

Power Tender Plus 11-03016 $86.75

Power Tender Plus 11-03016 $86.75

Power Tender Alligator Clip 11-02008 $31.50

Power Tender Alligator Clip 11-02008 $31.50

Power Tender Alligator Clip 11-02008 $31.50

Power Tender Alligator Clip 11-06403 $4.60

BATTERY TENDER JUNIOR

120 Vac /60 Hz input. Includes Ring Terminals and Alligator Clips with BLACK (6V & 12V) ODC. Not for use with Gill or Concorde Aviation Batteries.

AVIATION PANEL SERIES- 12 VOLT, 5 WATT & 15 WATT

Active monitors your battery’s voltage any time the sun is up. Quickly and correctly charge your battery. The long-term float (maintenance) stage can add years of service. One-year 100% money back guarantee, five-year “no hassle” warranty. Qualifies for FREE DMM BatteryMinder SCC05-5…5 Watt…P/N: 11-00989…$163.95 BatteryMinder SCC05-15…15 Watt…P/N: 11-00999…$215.95 BatteryMinder SCC05-30…30 Watt…P/N: 11-01000…$315.95

FREE DIGITAL MULTI-METER (DMM) DT-830B when you purchase a set of BatteryMinder Plus. Warranty is included at www.BatteryMinders.com. Get seven functions and nineteen ranges to cover AC and DC voltage, resistance, DC amps, battery and diode testing. Includes 23 leads and low battery indicator. Requires one 9-V battery (not included).